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Abstract
The relevance of Byzantine fault tolerance in the context of cloud computing has been
questioned [3]. While arguments against Byzantine fault tolerance seemingly makes sense in the
context of a single cloud, i.e., a large-scale cloud infrastructure that resides under control of a
single, typically commercial provider, these arguments are less obvious in a broader context of
the Intercloud, i.e., a cloud of multiple, independent clouds.
In this paper, we start from commonly acknowledged issues that impede the adoption of
Byzantine fault tolerance within a single cloud, and argue that many of these issues fade when
Byzantine fault tolerance in the Intercloud is considered.
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Introduction

In dependable computing, the term “Byzantine” fault is a catch-all for any type of software or
hardware fault. It is frequently associated with malicious behavior and intrusion tolerance; however,
it also encompasses spurious and arbitrary faults as well as conventional crash faults. Hence, it is
not surprising that Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT) has received a lot of research attention ever
since the concept of a Byzantine fault was introduced three decades ago [24, 26], as it promises
dependable systems that tolerate any type of misbehavior.
Despite this attention and appealing promises, BFT suffers from very limited practical adoption
[21]. Notable exceptions include a modest number of safety critical embedded and real-time systems,
e.g., in the aerospace industry [14]. However, in the more conventional distributed systems, BFT
remains sidelined.
In particular, the relevance of BFT has been questioned in the context of cloud computing,
which is arguably one of the main drivers of the distributed systems agenda in the last few years.
Practitioners, whose daily bread-and-butter is dealing with (very) large-scale distributed systems
that propel modern cloud services, describe BFT as of “purely academic interest” for a cloud [3].
Such a lack of interest for BFT within a cloud is in sharp contrast to the popularity of mechanisms
for tolerating crash faults which are routinely employed in such large-scale systems. Furthermore,
the wealth of BFT research that is doing hard work to make BFT practical and to bring the
performance of BFT protocols close to that of their crash-tolerant counterparts (e.g., [8, 12, 19]),
appears incapable of spurring the interest for BFT applications.
Factors that impede wider adoption of BFT arguably include notorious difficulties in design,
implementation, proofs and even simple understanding of BFT protocols, especially when BFT
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protocols also have to face asynchrony [17]. However, while relevant, this seems not to be the core
of the problem. In fact, it seems that there are strong reasons to believe that even if the BFT
community came up with provably optimal and best-possible protocols, such BFT protocols would
still fail to make it into the large scale cloud; we discuss these reasons and arguments in more
details in Section 2.
However, one should beware of not seeing the forest for the trees: the cloud computing landscape
obviously does not end with a single cloud. The sky is very cloudy these days, with many clouds
that come in different shapes and colors, forming the cloud of clouds, or simply, the Intercloud 1 .
These many shapes and colors reflect different implementations and administrative domains, which
are like a dream come true for a designer of dependable and fault-tolerant systems, e.g., in terms
of failure-independence. There are already some very early protocols that are designed for and
deployed in the Intercloud [1, 4, 6] that leverage multiple clouds to add value to the client beyond
the dependability guarantees of any individual cloud. The Intercloud can be simply seen as the
second layer in the cloud computing stack and it calls for considerably different protocols than the
“bottom” layer, i.e., the inner-cloud layer [6].
In this paper, we develop the argument around the observation made in [7], that it is in this
second layer, in the Intercloud, where the modern Byzantine Empire might find its place. More
specifically, we argue (Section 3) why the Intercloud is suitable for BFT, but also (and perhaps
more importantly) why BFT is suitable for the Intercloud.

2

Limitations of BFT for the Inner-cloud

Today’s inner-cloud is characterized by large-scale distributed systems, such as Amazon’s Dynamo
[13], Google’s File System (GFS) [16] and BigTable [10], Yahoo’s Zookeeper [20] or Facebook’s
Cassandra 2 , running in a single administrative domain and powering some of the most popular
services in existence. While these protocols deal with crash-failures routinely, there is no (known)
trace of BFT inside them. Let us hypothetically consider the best possible and by all means optimal
BFT protocol for a given task. The following arguments would still impede the adoption of such a
protocol in the inner-cloud.
Inherent cost. The inherent cost of BFT in terms of number of replicas needed to tolerate failures
is often cited as one of its major drawbacks. Consider state-machine replication (SMR) [5, 30] as a
classical example: crash and asynchrony-tolerant implementations like Paxos [22], require at least
2f + 1 nodes to tolerate f failures, whereas in the case of BFT Paxos 3f + 1 nodes are required [23].
While assuming small trusted hardware components inside nodes can eliminate this overhead (see
e.g., [25, 32] for recent contributions), trusted architectures have yet to be embraced more widely.
Failure independence. All fault-tolerant protocols, including BFT, require some level of failure
independence [31]. However, in the case of BFT, this level is particularly high. Consider for example a Byzantine failure that results from a malicious exploit of a vulnerability of a given node.
To prevent such a failure to propagate to other nodes, one must assume different implementations,
different operating systems, separate administrative domains and even different hardware. This
should be complemented by the diversity required for independent crash-failures, which includes
1
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different power supplies and possibly even geographical diversity. “In-house” maintenance of the
level of infrastructural diversity that BFT requires is prohibitively expensive even for the large-scale
cloud providers [21].
Does the model match the threats? Clearly, the above issues which are in the end associated
with the cost of deploying BFT, would not be as critical if the Byzantine model would be adequate
for the threats within a cloud. However, the Byzantine failure model is often seen as too general,
allowing for any type of failures, notably malicious ones. Although attacks on well-known cloud
providers occur on a regular basis and sometimes have success 3 , exploits that would allow the
attacker to hijack the critical part of the internal cloud infrastructure are yet to be seen. Such
infrastructure chooses intrusion prevention and detection over intrusion tolerance, and is carefully
protected and isolated from the “outside” world. Consider, for example, Google’s Chubby [9], a
distributed locking and low-volume storage service based on Paxos (and a rare example of SMR
within a cloud). Chubby is a shielded service offered to very selected clients such as Google’s own
GFS and BigTable nodes which do not present a realistic misbehavior threat for Chubby. The
same is true for other critical parts of the inner-cloud (e.g., Yahoo Zookeeper) — these critical
services that could potentially profit from BFT simply seem not to need it since they typically run
in protected environments.
Rare non-crash failures in the inner-cloud call for a failure model more restricted than Byzantine,
that would ideally come with a lower cost. However, devising such an adequate failure model for
such a single administrative domain, that would be more restricted than Byzantine yet allow for
some randomized behavior and a few bugs, is not obvious. Other popular models in the BFT
community, like BAR (in which nodes can be Byzantine, altruistic or rational) [2] were devised
with a different setting in mind (e.g., cooperative services in peer-to-peer networks) and are clearly
not applicable here. This model/threat mismatch seems to be one of the main factors that keep
BFT out of the inner-cloud picture.

3

BFT in the Intercloud

Despite their high availability goals, individual cloud services are still subject to outages (see e.g.,
[7]). Moreover, studies show that over 80% of company executives “fear security threats and loss
of control of data and systems”.4 One way to approach these issues is to leverage the Intercloud,
i.e., the cloud of clouds. The key-high level idea here is essentially to distribute the security, trust
and reliability across different cloud providers to improve on the offerings of any individual one.
Early examples of such dependable systems in the Intercloud target reliable distributed storage
[11] some of which employ a subset of BFT techniques. For example, RACS (Redundant Array
of Cloud Storage) [1] casts RAID into the Intercloud setting to improve availability of data and
protect against vendor lock-in. HAIL (High Availability and Integrity Layer) [4] leverages multiple
clouds to boost the integrity and availability of the data stored in the clouds. ICStore (Intercloud
storage) [6] goes a step beyond RACS and HAIL in terms of dependability, and aims to allow a
la carte modular combinations of individual layers dedicated to boosting confidentiality, integrity,
3
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reliability and consistency of the data stored in the clouds. In the following, we argue why the Intercloud is a big opportunity for BFT in general and what BFT applications could appear early-on
in this novel context.
Unprecedented failure independence. The Intercloud offers different implementations of semantically similar services along with the unprecedented failure independence. Intuitively, there is
much less failure dependence between a virtual machine hosted by Amazon EC2 and another one
by Rackspace Cloud Servers than between two machines in a given local cluster [18]. These two
virtual machines come in different administrative domains with different proprietary cloud architecture and middleware, possibly different operating systems, not to mention different geographical
locations and power supplies. And, best of all, this diversity comes to a BFT designer essentially
for free — the maintenance of this diversity remains in the hands of individual cloud providers.
Practically, BFT designers and developers are left worrying only about careful programming of
their own protocols. The need for n-version programming might persist, but this becomes easier
with the use of right abstractions and the modular approach to the problem [17, 28, 31]. Overall,
the inherent diversity of the Intercloud promises to significantly reduce the costs of deploying and
maintaining BFT protocols.
The threat calls for BFT. Furthermore, the threat that a virtual machine accessible from anywhere faces is arguably different from the one faced by a Paxos node running deeply within the
protected environment of a provider’s inner-cloud infrastructure. For example, the increased concern over a virtual machine security stems from the possibility of the compromise of the credentials
needed to access the virtual machine remotely, but also from the issues related to cloud multitenancy (see e.g., [27]). Hence, the Byzantine model seems to reasonably fit the threat faced by a
virtual machine hosted by the cloud; users, including company executives, might sleep better knowing that their (Inter)cloud service is dependable and protected from attack on any individual cloud.
How about inherent cost? On the other hand, the Intercloud clearly does not reduce the inherent cost overhead of BFT compared to crash fault-tolerance in terms of a number of replicas.
However, while putting trusted hardware components into virtual machines might not be as simple
as putting them into physical machines, there is increasing effort to address those aspects of cloud
computing (e.g., Terra [15] and TCCB [29]). The Intercloud and BFT will inevitably profit from
these efforts that aim to strengthen the security guarantees of individual clouds; these efforts would
allow established BFT protocols that leverage trusted architectures to shine in a new light of the
Intercloud. An unresolved issue would still be for industry to embrace such architectures. However,
given the level of customers’ concerns over cloud security, we might witness market differentiation
bootstrapping the process of the adoption of trusted cloud architectures.
What early-bird applications? The Intercloud indeed seems to be a promising candidate for
an answer to the question on “where” (in the cloud context) should BFT be deployed [21]. On the
other hand, to answer questions “why” and “when” [21], we still need to identify an application that
will illustrate the full benefits of BFT in the Intercloud and promote its adoption. This might be
BFT state machine replication in an implementation of a very reliable low volume storage service,
along the lines of Chubby. This service could be shared among different clients coming from, e.g.,
small private clouds, and for which the clients would be prepared to pay the premium in order not
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to deal with complexities and the cost of the maintenance of such a service “in-house”. Such a low
volume storage application in the Intercloud could in fact need BFT since, unlike Chubby, neither
its clients nor its server nodes scattered among the clouds can be fully trusted. Furthermore, BFT
could be used in the Intercloud to mask possible inconsistencies inherent to the eventually consistent
semantics of a highly available cloud [33]. In this approach an inconsistent reply from an otherwise
correct cloud service could be masked as a Byzantine and the Intercloud service could leverage
other clouds to improve on the overall consistency. Finally, integrity of data and computation
seems like a strong candidate for BFT in the Intercloud and, and as we already discussed, we are
already witnessing research efforts in this direction [4, 6]. Clearly, this is not an exhaustive list and
we expect to witness an increasing number of ideas for BFT applications in the Intercloud in the
near future.

4

Conclusions

In this paper we summarized the limitations of Byzantine fault-tolerance for applications in the
large-scale distributed systems of the inner-cloud. We also argued that Byzantine fault-tolerance is
more suitable to the Intercloud, a cloud of clouds, which is emerging as the second layer in the cloud
computing stack to complement the inner-cloud layer. The Intercloud offers an unprecedented failure independence at a low maintenance cost — this is provided by the diversity of cloud providers
and differences in their internal implementations. Moreover, Byzantine failure model appears well
suited for the threats that the Intercloud faces.
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